Respondent Name
Adam Fortney
Complainant Name
Lori Shavlik
Sections of law violated
RCW 42.17A and WAC 390
Complaint Description
Recalladamfortney reported via the portal, Thu, 11 Jun 2020 at 10:27 AM
Adam Fortney is using the Snohomish County Sheriff's FACEBOOK page for 1. His
RECALL and 2. His Election. Adam Fortney collected 69,000K+ for the support of his
RECALL, now he is using that same money for his ELECTION CAMPAIGN. Adam Fortney
is using his Office of the Sheriff to collect money and support through his Office. Adam
Fortney is using his office to campaign and collect money, and also he use the county
resources to "go after" his opponents. Adam Fortney received a $5,000 donation that was over
the limit and anonymous.
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Recalladamfortney replied, Sat, 13 Jun 2020 at 12:26 AM
to: "PDC Support" <pdc@pdc.wa.gov>
Tabatha,
It appears that you are avoiding the complaint. It also appears that you are defending this
complaint without verifying that on the facebook page he is using his election campaign
facebook to defend his recall, it still says on the facebook that this page is for his election
campaign. I do not believe he has registered to be running an election campaign.

Lori

Recalladamfortney replied,Sat, 13 Jun 2020 at 2:20 PM
to: "PDC Support" <pdc@pdc.wa.gov>
FACEBOOK POST
Tabbatha,
Here is the Facebook post that you said is not owned by the county. It says on the website its
the police
Facebook post.JPG
180.37 KB

What impact does the alleged violation(s) have on the public?
Adam Fortney's conduct harms the community and creates a hostile living environment. He
has lied about the collection of money and is actually using for something other than he told
the donors he was using it for. The public trusted him and he is lying to them. He is stealing
from the public using the offices of the County.
List of attached evidence or contact information where evidence may be found
I have attachments, screen shots and copies of the evidence to support the complaint. I would
like to send as a separate attachment.
List of potential witnesses with contact information to reach them
These things are posted on FACEBOOK and GOFUNDME. This sheriff has blocked me off
from further collections, but the PDC has access to his facebook account.
Community members, Gold Bar Reporter
Certification (Complainant)
I certify (or declare) under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of Washington that
information provided with this complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and
belief.
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Gmail - (no subject)

Research Corruption <loritanning@gmail.com>

(no subject)
1 message
Research Corruption <loritanning@gmail.com>
To: loritanning@gmail.com

Thu, Jun 11, 2020 at 10:20 AM
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